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This is a comprehensive overview of recent progress in the development and
application of modern service life prediction strategies to coatings and other polymeric
materials. Topics covered include the effects of weather variability, novel light sources,
effects of acid precipitation and exposure angle on weathering, new techniques for
measuring time of wetness, and methods for following the chemical and mechanical
degradation of organic coatings and other polymeric materials. There is also a section
devoted to the understanding of degradation and stabilization processes as well as
methods for manipulating the large amounts of data generated in service life studies.
Industry 4.1 Intelligent Manufacturing with Zero Defects Discover the future of
manufacturing with this comprehensive introduction to Industry 4.0 technologies from a
celebrated expert in the field Industry 4.1: Intelligent Manufacturing with Zero Defects
delivers an in-depth exploration of the functions of intelligent manufacturing and its
applications and implementations through the Intelligent Factory Automation (iFA)
System Platform. The book’s distinguished editor offers readers a broad range of
resources that educate and enlighten on topics as diverse as the Internet of Things,
edge computing, cloud computing, and cyber-physical systems. You’ll learn about
three different advanced prediction technologies: Automatic Virtual Metrology (AVM),
Intelligent Yield Management (IYM), and Intelligent Predictive Maintenance (IPM).
Different use cases in a variety of manufacturing industries are covered, including both
high-tech and traditional areas. In addition to providing a broad view of intelligent
manufacturing and covering fundamental technologies like sensors, communication
standards, and container technologies, the book offers access to experimental data
through the IEEE DataPort. Finally, it shows readers how to build an intelligent
manufacturing platform called an Advanced Manufacturing Cloud of Things (AMCoT).
Readers will also learn from: An introduction to the evolution of automation and
development strategy of intelligent manufacturing A comprehensive discussion of
foundational concepts in sensors, communication standards, and container
technologies An exploration of the applications of the Internet of Things, edge
computing, and cloud computing The Intelligent Factory Automation (iFA) System
Platform and its applications and implementations A variety of use cases of intelligent
manufacturing, from industries like flat-panel, semiconductor, solar cell, automotive,
aerospace, chemical, and blow molding machine Perfect for researchers, engineers,
scientists, professionals, and students who are interested in the ongoing evolution of
Industry 4.0 and beyond, Industry 4.1: Intelligent Manufacturing with Zero Defects will
also win a place in the library of laypersons interested in intelligent manufacturing
applications and concepts. Completely unique, this book shows readers how Industry
4.0 technologies can be applied to achieve the goal of Zero Defects for all product
This book introduces condition-based maintenance (CBM)/data-driven prognostics and
health management (PHM) in detail, first explaining the PHM design approach from a
systems engineering perspective, then summarizing and elaborating on the data-driven
methodology for feature construction, as well as feature-based fault diagnosis and
prognosis. The book includes a wealth of illustrations and tables to help explain the
algorithms, as well as practical examples showing how to use this tool to solve
situations for which analytic solutions are poorly suited. It equips readers to apply the
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concepts discussed in order to analyze and solve a variety of problems in PHM system
design, feature construction, fault diagnosis and prognosis.
The main concern of this book is to present the methods used to calculate the most
important rope quantities as well as to explain how they are applied by means of a large
number of calculations as examples. The book, based on the most important chapters
of the German book DRAHTSEILE, has been kept up to date and takes into account
the most recent developments.
One of the world's currently largests tunnel projects is under construction at the
Yangtze River estuary: the Shanghai Yangtze River Tunnel project, with its length of
8950 m and a diameter of 15.43 m. The Shanghai Yangtze River Tunnel. Theory,
Design and Construction, which was presented as a special issue at the occasion of the
6th International
The stability and shelf-life of a food product are critical to its success in the market
place, yet companies experience considerable difficulties in defining and understanding
the factors that influence stability over a desired storage period. This book is the most
comprehensive guide to understanding and controlling the factors that determine the
shelf-life of food products.
After price and delivery time, the most frequently asked question about a product is
'How long will it last?' Lifetime expectancy is often many years, the service conditions
may be complex, and there is a scarcity of definitive data on durability. The situation is
complicated by the fact that there are a vast number of degradation agents, service
conditions, properties of importance and different plastics. There are many inherent
difficulties in designing durability tests. In many cases, the time scale involved is such
that accelerated test conditions are essential. Whilst large amounts of durability data
are generated by accelerated methods, much of it is only useful for quality control
purposes and relatively little has been validated as being realistically capable of
representing service. Most assessments of the lifetime of plastics are made by
considering some measure of performance, such as impact strength, and specifying
some lower limit for the property, which is taken as the end point. Lifetime is not
necessarily measured in time. For example, for some products it will be thought of as
the number of cycles of use. The object of this publication is to provide practical
guidance on assessing the useful service life of plastics. It describes test procedures
and extrapolation techniques together with the inherent limitations and problems. The
Guide aims to make available the wealth of information that can be applied to help
maximise the effectiveness of a durability-testing programme. This guide seeks to be
comprehensive but concentrates on the most common environmental effects causing
degradation. The test procedures used are outlined and the relevant textbooks and
international standards are well referenced. Examples of lifetime testing studies are
cited. The Practical Guide will be useful for anyone responsible for designing,
manufacturing or testing plastic components. It will also be of benefit to suppliers and
users of end products, as assessment of useful lifetime is critical to the economics and
safety aspects of any component. Key features Test methods outlined Accelerated
testing discussed Prediction methods described Standards cited Key sources of
information listed
Thermoplastics and Thermoplastic Composites, Third Edition bridges the technology
and business aspects of thermoplastics, providing a guide designed to help engineers
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working in real-world industrial settings. The author explores the criteria for material
selection, provides a detailed guide to each family of thermoplastics, and explains the
various processing options for each material type. More than 30 families of
thermoplastics are described with information on their advantages and drawbacks,
special grades, prices, transformation processes, applications, thermal behavior,
technological properties (tenacity, friction, dimensional stability), durability (ageing,
creep, fatigue), chemical and fire behavior, electrical properties, and joining
possibilities. In this third edition, standards and costs have been updated for all
materials, and more information on topics such as bioplastics, 3D printing and recycling
have been added. In addition, an entirely new chapter on the concept of ‘Industry 4.0’
has been added, with guidance and suggestions on the incorporation of virtualization,
connectivity, and automation into the plastics engineering process to reduce materials
and processing failure. Includes detailed case studies that illustrate best practices
across a wide range of applications and industry sectors Presents a new chapter on the
‘Industry 4.0’ concept Suggests software solutions to assist with design, decisionmaking and management, along with other forms of automation
Sustainable industrial engineering addresses the sustainability issue from economic,
environmental, and social points of view. Its application fields are the whole value chain
and lifecycle of products/services, from the development to the end-of-life stages. This
book aims to address many of the challenges faced by industrial organizations and
supply chains to become more sustainable through reinventing their processes and
practices, by continuously incorporating sustainability guidelines and practices in their
decisions, such as circular economy, collaboration with suppliers and customers, using
information technologies and systems, tracking their products’ life-cycle, using
optimization methods to reduce resource use, and to apply new management
paradigms to help mitigate many of the wastes that exist across organizations and
supply chains. This book will be of interest to the fast-growing body of academics
studying and researching sustainability, as well as to industry managers involved in
sustainability management.
This book presents research in artificial techniques using intelligence for energy
transition, outlining several applications including production systems, energy
production, energy distribution, energy management, renewable energy production,
cyber security, industry 4.0 and internet of things etc. The book goes beyond standard
application by placing a specific focus on the use of AI techniques to address the
challenges related to the different applications and topics of energy transition. The
contributions are classified according to the market and actor interactions (service
providers, manufacturers, customers, integrators, utilities etc.), to the SG architecture
model (physical layer, infrastructure layer, and business layer), to the digital twin of SG
(business model, operational model, fault/transient model, and asset model), and to the
application domain (demand side management, load monitoring, micro grids, energy
consulting (residents, utilities), energy saving, dynamic pricing revenue management
and smart meters, etc.).
This publication includes papers from the North American Tunneling 2004 conference,
sponsored by the American Underground Construction Association. The theme of the
conference is "Underground Construction - the Sensible Solution to Urban Problems" to
reflect the increasing importance of locating urban facilities in the United States
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underground for enhanced security, to build critical infrastructure where it is needed
and to improve the function of urban areas. The papers are grouped in four major
themes: - Management of Underground Projects - Public Policy and Underground
Projects - Advances in Technology - Case Studies: Trials, Tribulation and Triumphs in
Tunneling This work should benefit everyone involved in any aspect of infrastructure,
tunneling and underground construction.
Application of Accelerated Corrosion Tests to Service Life Prediction of MaterialsASTM
International
This open access book constitutes the proceedings of the 18th International Conference on
Intelligent Data Analysis, IDA 2020, held in Konstanz, Germany, in April 2020. The 45 full
papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 114 submissions.
Advancing Intelligent Data Analysis requires novel, potentially game-changing ideas. IDA’s
mission is to promote ideas over performance: a solid motivation can be as convincing as
exhaustive empirical evaluation.
Service Life Prediction of Polymers and Plastics Exposed to Outdoor Weathering discusses
plastics and polymers and their unique applications, from sealants used in construction, to
polymer composites used in planes. While these materials are important enablers for
advanced technologies, exposure to weather changes the very properties of plastics that make
them so useful. This book reviews current research needs and provides a consensus roadmap
of the scientific barriers to validated predictive models for the response of polymers and
plastics to outdoor exposure. Despite extensive efforts over the past 20-30 years, testing of
polymeric materials in accelerated or natural weathering conditions and the interpretation of
the weathering results still require substantial improvements. This book represents the state-ofthe-art in the prediction techniques available and in development. Engineers and materials
scientists working in this field will be able to use the content of this book to assess the
strengths and challenges of a range of different methods and approaches. Enables engineers
and scientists in a range of industries to more successfully predict the durability of polymers,
paints and coatings when exposed to weather Provides the latest information to help determine
the sustainability of polymeric materials Reviews the current state-of-the-art in this area and
identifies research needs that are followed by more detailed discussions of specific polymers
and applications
As fatigue and fracture mechanics approaches are used more often for determining the useful
life and/or inspection intervals for complex structures, realization sets-in that all factors are not
well known or characterized. Indeed, inherent scatter exists in initial material quality and in
material performance. Furthermore, projections of component usage in determination of
applied stresses are inexact at best and are subject to much discrepancy between projected
and actual usage. Even the models for predicting life contain inherent sources of error based
on assumptions and/or empirically fitted parameters. All of these factors need to be accounted
for to determine a distribution of potential lives based on combination of the aforementioned
variables, as well as other factors. The purpose of this symposium was to create a forum for
assessment of the state-of-the-art in incorporating these uncertainties and inherent scatter into
systematic probabilistic methods for conducting life assessment.
Presenting an analysis of different approaches for predicting the service life of buildings, this
monograph discusses various statistical tools and mathematical models, some of which have
rarely been applied to the field. It explores methods including deterministic, factorial, stochastic
and computational models and applies these to façade claddings. The models allow (i)
identification of patterns of degradation, (ii) estimation of service life, (iii) analysis of loss of
performance using probability functions, and (iv) estimation of service life using a probability
distribution. The final chapter discusses the differences between the different methodologies
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and their advantages and limitations. The authors also argue that a better understanding of the
service life of buildings results in more efficient building maintenance and reduced
environmental costs. It not only provides an invaluable resource to students, researchers and
industry professionals interested in service life prediction and sustainable construction, but is
also of interest to environmental and materials scientists.
Service Life Prediction of Polymeric Materials: Global Perspectives combines developed
content derived from topics discussed in the Fourth International Symposium on Service Life
Prediction (Key Largo, Florida, December 2006). This critical examination of the existing and
alternative methodologies used to assess the service life of polymeric materials presents
readers with the advances in accelerated and field exposure testing protocols. Written by
established experts in the service life community, this volume introduces advanced methods,
including high throughput and combinatorial analyses, models data collection and storage
formats. Researchers and engineers involved with materials and polymer science, coatings
technologists and automotive materials will find Service Life Prediction of Polymeric Materials:
Global Perspectives a useful tool.
The object of this publication is to provide practical guidance on assessing the useful service
life of rubbers. It describes test procedures and extrapolation techniques together with the
inherent limitations and problems. This Guide seeks to be comprehensive but concentrates on
the most common environmental effects causing degradation and the most important
mechanical properties of rubbers. The test procedures used are outlined and the relevant
d104books and International standards are referenced.
This book brings together papers from the 2018 International Conference on Communications,
Signal Processing, and Systems, which was held in Dalian, China on July 14–16, 2018.
Presenting the latest developments and discussing the interactions and links between these
multidisciplinary fields, the book spans topics ranging from communications, signal processing
and systems. It is aimed at undergraduate and graduate electrical engineering, computer
science and mathematics students, researchers and engineers from academia and industry as
well as government employees.
This new edition of the classic quantity surveying textbook retains its basic structure but has
been thoroughly updated to reflect recent changes in the industry, especially in procurement.
Although over the last 20 years a number of new procurement methods have evolved and
become adopted, the recession has seen many clients revert to established traditional
methods of procurement so the fundamentals of cost planning still apply – and should not be
ignored. The first edition of this leading textbook was published in 1964 and it continues to
provide a comprehensive introduction to the practice and procedures of cost planning in the
procurement of buildings. This 9th edition has been thoroughly updated to reflect changes that
have occurred in the UK construction industry in the past six years. Whilst retaining its core
structure of the three–phase cost planning process originally developed by Ferry and Brandon,
the text provides a thorough grounding in contemporary issues including procurement
innovation, whole life cycle costing and modelling techniques. Designed to support the core
cost planning studies covered by students reading for degrees in quantity surveying and
construction management, it provides a platform for understanding the fundamental
importance of effective cost planning practice. The principals of elemental cost planning are
covered from both pre– and post– contract perspectives; the role of effective briefing and
client/stakeholder engagement as best practice is also reinforced in this text. This new edition:
Addresses The Soft Landings Framework (a new govt. initiative, especially for schools) to
make buildings perform radically better and much more sustainably. Puts focus on actual
performance in use at brief stage, during design and construction, and especially before and
after handover. Covers recent changes in procurement, especially under the NEC and PFI
Provides more on PPP and long–term maintenance issues Offers an improved companion
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website with tutorial worksheets for lecturers and Interactive spreadsheets for students, e.g.
development appraisal models; lifecycle costing models
This book is intended for students and practitioners who have had a calculus-based statistics
course and who have an interest in safety considerations such as reliability, strength, and
duration-of-load or service life. Many persons studying statistical science will be employed
professionally where the problems encountered are obscure, what should be analyzed is not
clear, the appropriate assumptions are equivocal, and data are scant. In this book there is no
disclosure with many of the data sets what type of investigation should be made or what
assumptions are to be used.
The Concrete Solutions series of International Conferences on Concrete Repair began in
2003, with a conference held in St. Malo, France in association with INSA Rennes, followed by
the second conference in 2006 ( with INSA again, at St. Malo, France), and the third
conference in 2009 (in Padova and Venice, in association with the University of Pado
Service Life Prediction of Polymers and Coatings: Enhanced Methods focuses on the cuttingedge science behind how plastic and polymer materials are modified by the effects of
weathering, offering the latest advances in service life prediction methods. The chapters have
been developed by experts based on their contributions as part of the 7th Service Life
Prediction Meeting. The volume begins with the premise that it is possible to produce and
design life predictions, also looking at how these predictions can be used. Subsequent
chapters present new developments in service life prediction, examining the most important
considerations in SLP design, timescales, and other major issues. The book also considers the
current state of the field in terms of both accomplishments and areas that require significant
research going forward. This is a highly valuable reference for engineers, designers,
technicians, scientists and R&D professionals who are looking to develop materials,
components or products for outdoor applications across a range of industries. The book also
supports academic researchers, scientists and advanced students with an interest in service
life, the effects of weathering, material degradation, failure analysis, or sustainability across the
fields of plastics engineering, polymer science and materials science. Presents novel
prediction techniques for plastics and polymers exposed to outdoor weathering Provides a
consensus roadmap on the scientific barriers related to a validated, predictive model for the
response of polymer and plastics to outdoor exposure Enables the reader to assess and
compare different methods and approaches to service life prediction
This book constitutes the proceedings of the Second International Conference on Cloud,
Networking for IoT Systems, CN4IoT 2017, and the Second EAI International Conference on
ICT Infrastructures and Services for Smart Cities, IISSC 2017, held in Brindisi, Italy, in April
2017. The 26 full papers of both conferences were selected from 39 submissions. CN4IoT
presents research activities on the uniform management and operation related to software
defined infrastructures, in particular by analyzing limits or advantages in solutions for Cloud
Networking and IoT. IISSC papers focus on ICT infrastructures (technologies, models,
frameworks) and services in cities and smart communities.

A comparison of how different industries are addressing the development and
selection of materials to use for such purposes as nuclear and other hazardous
waste disposal and transport, structures designed to last a long time, and
systems subject to economic pressures that keep them from frequent mai
Civil engineers must assure that buildings have long and durable lives, and
therefore structural assessment and repair are routinely required and must be
performed with the utmost accuracy and professionalism. Assessment,
Evaluation, and Repair of Concrete, Steel, and Offshore Structures presents the
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typical causes of structural failure and their mechanisms, discusses the most upto-date methods for evaluation and structural assessment, and explains the best
project management strategies from the feasibility stage through operations and
maintenance. Numerous types of structures are examined and are further
illustrated by relevant case studies. Features: Examines the probability of several
types of structural failure and includes reliability analysis. Presents best practices
for predicting the structural lifetime for both onshore and offshore structures and
reviews the most advanced methods for repair. Includes numerous practical case
studies of structural failure and offers mitigation strategies depending of type of
structure.
This book defines the current state-of-the-art for predicting the lifetime of plastics
exposed to weather and outlines the future research needed to advance this
important field of study. Coverage includes progress in developing new science
and test methods to determine how materials respond to weather exposure. This
book is ideal for researchers and professionals working in the field of service life
prediction. This book also: Examines numerous consensus standards that affect
commercial products allowing readers to see the future of standards related to
service life prediction Provides scientific foundation for latest commercially viable
instruments Presents groundbreaking research including the blueprint of a new
test method that will significantly shorten the service life prediction process time
Covers two of the latest verified predictive models, which demonstrate realizedpotential to transform the field
Chemists working to improve paints and coatings require quick and reliable ways
to gauge how the new products will age. The field has seen significant recent
progress and this volume collects many of the new methods. It includes methods
for characterizing outdoor and lab test chambers, related statistical methods,
research on the chemistry and mechanics of failure, and current work on large
data bases of experimental results. The book describes how to measure the
environmental factors and the changes which occur in coatings, and then how to
relate this information to cumulative damage models. It also discusses methods
for risk management.
Degradation, the chemical/physical response of building and con struction
materials exposed to in-service environments, must be predicted prior to their
installation in structures if materials are to be effectively selected, used and
maintained. These assessments of materials degradation require that methods
be available to aid prediction of service life. The objectives of building materials
science are a) to charac terize and categorize materials, b) to predict, preferably
in a mathematical sense, material or component response including expected
service life, and c) to make improvements in material response through
improvements in design, formulation, processing or specification. For building
and construction materials, continued progress has been made towards objective
(a), but little progress has been made towards objectives (b) and (c). Of these,
the mathematical prediction of service life appears to be of greater importance,
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because, if general approaches or models having application to a wide range of
building and construction materials can be identi fied, then the categorization,
selection, use and improvement of materials can proceed in a systematic
manner. Researchers in advanced technologies, such as aerospace, nuclear,
electronics and medicine, have apparently been more successful than
researchers in building and construction technology in responding to the need for
reliable predictions of service life.
This book provides an up-to-date survey of durability issues, with a particular
focus on specification and design, and how to achieve durability in actual
concrete construction. It is aimed at the practising engineer, but is also a valuable
resource for graduate-level programs in universities. Along with background to
current philosophies it gathers together in one useful reference a summary of
current knowledge on concrete durability, includes information on modern
concrete materials, and shows how these materials can be combined to produce
durable concrete. The approach is consistent with the increasing focus on
sustainability that is being addressed by the concrete industry, with the current
emphasis on ‘design for durability’.
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